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Abstract—Voice cloning is a technique to build text-to-speech
applications for individuals. When only very limited training data is
available, it is challenging to preserve both high speech quality and
high speaker similarity. We propose a neural fusion architecture
to incorporate a unit concatenation method into a parametric
text-to-speech model to address this issue. Unlike the hybrid unit
concatenation system, the proposed fusion architecture is still an
end-to-end neural network model. It consists of a text encoder, an
acoustic decoder, and a phoneme-level reference encoder. The reference encoder extracts phoneme-level embeddings corresponding
to the cloning audio segments, and the text encoder infers phonemelevel embeddings from the input text. One of the two embeddings
is then selected and sent to the decoder. We use auto-regressive
distribution modeling and decoder refinement after the selection
stage to overcome the concatenation discontinuity problem. Experimental results show that the neural fusion system significantly
improves the speaker similarity using the selected units with the
highest probability. The speech naturalness remains similar to the
directly decoded systems.
Index Terms—Voice cloning, unit selection, FastSpeech2.

I. INTRODUCTION
OICE cloning and voice conversion are the two major
techniques to build speech generation applications for
individuals with small training data. Voice conversion focuses
more on acoustic conversion, while voice cloning aims to build
a text-to-speech (TTS) model. Voice cloning is usually required
to build the TTS model with a small amount of training data
for each speaker. The challenge of voice cloning is to guarantee
the synthetic speech’s speech quality, speaker similarity, expressiveness, and robustness. Much research has been done on voice
cloning in recent years. It is summarized in [1] that there are
two primary desired abilities of the voice cloning system: to
imitate the speaking style of the cloned speaker and to build
text-to-speech systems with limited data. For the speaking style
extraction approach, some models directly model the prosody
aspects, including the rhythms, pauses, intonations, stresses,
etc. Directly modeling prosodic aspects of speech is beneficial
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for stylization [2], [3]. Some models present the global style
modeling through variational auto-encoder (VAE) [4], [5] or
global style tokens (GST) [6] extracted from reference audios.
However, these methods attempt to extract the global style
representations from a few audio clips. The representations map
the target speaking style to the general speaking styles trained
on a large corpus. Therefore, if the target speaker has distinctive
prosodies, the similarity of the synthetic speech is not reliable.
Meanwhile, the research on building the target speaker’s
voice is more popular. Speaker adaptation in text-to-speech
has been researched for decades. It is introduced in Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) based parametric TTS model [7], [8]
and Deep Neural Network (DNN) based TTS model [9], [10].
The average voice model (or multi-speaker model) is usually
trained on a large corpus with adequate audios. Recent methods
focus on accurately obtaining the speaker identity information
using text-speaker disentanglement or phoneme-posteriorgram
(PPG) [11]. The vector quantization (VQ) technology [12], [13]
and U-net structure [14] are used to disentangle the speaker
content and voice information. AdaSpeech [15] is proposed for
high-quality and efficient adaptation. Most of the works focus
on building voice cloning systems by using a few minutes of
audio clips [16], [17]. Since voice cloning is usually used with
real-world found audio, low-quality recordings and noisy speech
is also an issue [18], [19].
Unlike typical speaker adaptation, the requirements of voice
cloning are different, such that usually a small number of model
variables are allowed to be updated (so-called “resources” in
applications). Moreover, unlike typical recording speech, the
collected audios from the clients are much more expressive and
have richer speaking styles compared to the reading speech. It
is still challenging to model the speaker’s identity, including the
speaking style, with only several minutes of audio data.
Since the audio data is small in voice cloning tasks, parametric
methods are usually adopted. The synthesized audio usually
achieves good quality and similarity with the speaker embeddings. However, the similarity relies on the database to train
the multi-speaker model and the method to extract the speaker
embeddings. The similarity might drop if the speaker’s identity
is distinctive to the training corpus. Based on these facts, this
paper introduces a neural fusion architecture to incorporate a unit
concatenation method in a parametric text-to-speech system.
Unlike the hybrid unit concatenation system, the proposed neural
fusion architecture is still a parametric text-to-speech system
with a frame-level spectrogram decoder. The spectrogram decoder takes the text and phoneme-level prosody embeddings as
the input and generates the frame-level spectrograms as the final
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Fig. 1.

The architecture of the traditional hybrid unit concatenation system.
Fig. 2. The architecture of the GMM-based MDN phoneme conditioned
FastSpeech2.

outputs. The phoneme-level prosody embeddings are encoded
from natural phoneme segments. The distributions of the embeddings are explicitly modeled by a Gaussian mixture model
(GMM). The phoneme-level prosody embedding sequences are
first generated before the decoder in the inference stage. Then
the embedding sequences are decoded into spectrograms. We
introduce the fusion system at the prosody embedding level. The
fusion method enhances the speaker similarity of the synthesized
speech using the phoneme-level prosody embedding units. The
output spectrograms are generated using parametric neural networks, but part of the phoneme-level prosody embeddings are
the unit embeddings extracted from the real audios. We use an
embedding distribution that helps to select the unit embeddings
with the highest probability. The distribution is based on our
previous work to model the phoneme-level speaking style using
GMM [20]. After the unit embeddings are selected, the decoder
decodes the mixed inference embeddings and unit embeddings
into spectrograms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews
the related works. Section III describes the method of fusion in
the prosody embedding and the decoder refinement procedure
to reduce the concatenation problem. Section IV explains the
experiments and analyzes the results. Section V provides the
conclusion of the work.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Unit Concatenation System
The hybrid unit concatenation system is a popular text-tospeech technique. There have been methods to build a unit
concatenation system with the help of parametric models for
decades. The hybrid system was first introduced to the HMMbased parametric text-to-speech model [21]. Some works have
already combined the concatenative system and statistical systems with HMM models [22], [23]. The HMM-based hybrid
system is replaced by the DNN-based hybrid system in [24],
[25]. These hybrid systems largely follow the basic structure in
Fig. 1 [25]. This method is also applied to end-to-end parametric
systems. The unit embeddings are extracted from Tacotron encoders for unit selection text-to-speech system [26]. The UnitNet
was recently proposed for concatenation text-to-speech [27]. It

extracts a hierarchical architecture for representing phonemesize units and also measures the dependency among consecutive
units. In these end-to-end based concatenation speech synthesis
(CSS) models [27], the phoneme-level unit embeddings are
extracted from the audios and contexts as phoneme-level unit
representations. The phoneme-level representations are then
used in the dynamic processing search to select the unit sequence
for concatenation. We take a similar approach to extract the unit
embeddings using an end-to-end network. Different from that,
the unit is introduced to enhance the speaker similarity in the
voice cloning. Mixing the units of the parametric model in the
synthesis stage has not been investigated before. We first run the
selection stage in the prosody embedding level and fuse the unit
embeddings with the inference embeddings.
B. Phoneme-Level Conditioned FastSpeech2
FastSpeech2 [28] is one of the state-of-the-art end-to-end
text-to-speech models. The phoneme sequences are encoded
into phoneme-level hidden embeddings to predict the phonemelevel duration. Then the hidden embeddings are extended to
frame-level embeddings using the phoneme duration in order
to progressively predict frame-level prosody features (pitch,
energy) and spectrograms. This architecture achieves good performance in spectrogram modeling. Since the speakers have
different speaking styles for the same phoneme and same text,
Du et al. proposed a GMM-based mixture density network
to predict the parameters of the GMM distribution, including
means, variances, and mixture weights based on conditional
FastSpeech2 [20]. It is under the assumption that phonemes’
prosody is rich and requires sufficient complexity to be modeled.
This assumption makes it possible that there are several possible
phoneme prosodies that we could find the unit close to a specific
prosody of the mixture distribution.
Fig. 2 shows the architecture of the GMM-based phonemelevel prosody modelling in conditioned FastSpeech2 [20] using mixture density network (MDN). The model consists of
3 parts: the phoneme encoder, prosody extractor/predictor and
duration/mel-spectrogram decoder. The detail of the prosody
extractor and prosody predictor is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 4. The brief architecture of the fusion system compared to the hybrid
concatenation system and the parametric system. The data flows are shown in
green, red, and blue lines for different systems.
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Fig. 3.

Architecture of the prosody extractor and prosody predictor.

We define the input phoneme sequence as l = l1 , l2 , .., lN
and the mel-spectrograms sequence as o = o1 , o2 , .., oT where
N and T are the sequence lengths. The acoustic features are
first assigned to the phonemes by the pre-aligned phoneme
durations d = d1 , d2 , .., dN from the automatic speech recognition (ASR) model. The phoneme-level prosody embeddings
e = e1 , e2 , .., eN are extracted from the ground-truth melspectrograms that:
e = ProsodyExtractor(o, d).

p(e|h) =

K


wk N (e|μk , σ 2k ).

(3)

k=1

μk = m k ,

(4)

σ 2k = exp(vk ).

(5)

The wk , mk , vk are combined as the neural network outputs
corresponding to the mixture weight, mean, and variance of the
k-th Gaussian components. It should be noted that to constraint
the sum of mixture weights wk to be 1, the output of wk is
rescaled by the Softmax function
(6)

The loss function of the GMM-based MDN prosody predictor
is defined as:
LPP = − log p(e|h)

ô = MelDecoder(e, h, d)

(9)

L = LPP + LDUR + LMEL

(10)

LDUR = d, d̂2 ,

(11)

LMEL = o, ô1

(12)

are the mean square error and mean absolute error. The pitches
and energies are also modeled alongside the duration modeling
following the FastSpeech2. In the inference stage, the ê is
sampled from the distribution in (3) to predict the duration d̂
in (8). The d in (9) is replaced by d̂ to calculate the ô as the
model outputs.
III. NEURAL FUSION ARCHITECTURE

where

exp(αk )
.
w k = K
i=1 exp(αi )

(8)

where

(2)

The prosody predictor network models the distribution of the
phoneme-level prosody embeddings. The distribution p(e|h) is
modeled under GMM assumption conditioned on the phoneme
embedding h.

d̂ = DurDecoder(e, h)

The model takes the reference embedding to reconstruct the
acoustic features. In general, the loss of the global training
procedure is

(1)

The network encodes the input phoneme sequence into the
general hidden phoneme embeddings h = h1 , h2 , .., hN
h = PhonemeEncoder(l).

The network decodes the prosody embeddings and the
phoneme embeddings into the duration prediction d̂ and melspectrograms ô that

A. Fusion System
Our neural fusion system is a text-to-speech system that mixes
unit concatenation and parametric systems. The traditional hybrid system is usually considered as a unit concatenation system
with parametric selection models in recent years [25], [29], [30].
To distinguish our approach from the hybrid system, we call the
proposed architecture a “fusion system”. Different from the hybrid system, the outputs of the fusion system consist of both unit
segments from audios and inference segments from parametric
model [22], [23]. Fig. 4 briefly shows the difference of 3 types
of text-to-speech systems. Given the input sequence and the
speaker embedding, the parametric model predicts a sequence of
outputs. The parametric TTS system directly decodes the output
sequence into spectrograms. The hybrid system takes the output
sequence or output distributions to select the units from the
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unit library with other guidance. The units are then decoded or
directly concatenated into audio outputs with a signal processing
filter. The fusion system selects the units with the lowest cost
from the library but keeps the rest parametric outputs. Then the
mixed sequence is decoded into the spectrograms.
B. Unit Selection in Prosody Embedding
Though the multi-speaker TTS model is able to be adapted to
the cloned speaker in the MDN distributions, the speaker identity
of the synthetic speech sounds more like a general speaker with
the targeting style. The rich prosody is difficult to be captured in
the speaker embedding. As described in the previous section, we
use neural fusion architecture, which incorporates the unit concatenation method in parametric text-to-speech architecture, to
address this problem. The selection and fusion procedures work
on the phoneme-level prosody embeddings. With the selected
prosody embeddings from the natural speech, the generated
audios contain clips from the natural speech, which sound more
similar to the cloned speaker. It should be noted that the audio
data for voice cloning is often limited. It is difficult to build a
pure hybrid unit selection system based on the small amount
of training data. This section describes the fusion method to
take advantage of end-to-end text-to-speech and unit selection
systems jointly.
Based on the framework in Section II, we build a phonemelevel unit embedding library from the audio data of the cloning
speaker s using the prosody extractor in Fig. 2. The unit embedding library U (s) is defined as the real embedding set of
speaker s
U (s) = {Ux (s)}, x ∈ P,

(13)

where P is the whole legal phoneme set and Ux (s) is the
unit embedding library of phoneme x for speaker s. For each
audio with pre-aligned duration, the natural phoneme segment
corresponding to the phoneme label lj is encoded in to ej by the
prosody extractor. The Ux (s) corresponding to the phoneme x
and speaker s is defined as

Fig. 5. The method of selecting the unit from the GMM distribution. The u
indicates the unit embeddings, while s indicates the sampled embeddings.

Then the ê = ê1 , .., êN in the inference stage is obtained from
the equation that

euj if p(euj |hj , s) ≥ p̂
(18)
êj =
esj if p(euj |hj , s) < p̂
where p̂ is a lower bound of the probability.1
C. Concatenation of Unit in the Decoder
The concatenation gap between the neighboring units is a
common problem in a pure unit selection system. In this fusion method, the unit embeddings and sampled embeddings are
mixed in a sequence. Therefore, there are 3 types of possible
concatenation gaps:
r model-unit gap: the gap between the sampled embeddings
from the model and the unit embedding,
r unit-model gap: the gap between the unit embedding and
the sampled embeddings from the model,
r unit-unit gap: the gap between the neighbor unit embeddings.
To address the concatenation problem, we proposed two
strategies to reduce the gap between neighbor embeddings:
1) Auto-Regressive Embedding Modeling: We first introduce
the auto-regressive embedding modeling. The prosody embedding distribution is conditioned on the previous embedding
outputs. In the auto-regressive modeling, the (3) is changed into

Ux (s) = {ej , if lj = x}for l = (l1 , l2 , .., lN ) ∈ L(s), (14)
where L(s) is all the sentence group of the cloning data from
speaker s. The unit embedding library U (s) is constructed to
make the fusion sequence in the system. We define 3 types of
prosody embeddings: the real embeddings erj from the audio of
the current training utterance, the sampled embeddings esj from
the distribution in (3), and the most probable unit embeddings
euj from the unit embedding library. The details of the 3 types
of embeddings are defined as follows:
erj = ProsodyExtractor(oj , d),

(15)

esj = Sample ∼ p(e|hj , s),

(16)

euj

= argmaxe p(e|hj , s)
for e ∈ Ux (s) if e = erj and lj = x.

(17)

p(ej |hj , s) =

K


wk N (ej |μk , σ 2k , e<j , s).

(19)

k=1

Fig. 5 shows the procedure of auto-regressive embedding inference. The speaker-dependent GMM distribution p(ej |hj , s)
is first predicted with the text embeddings hj and the previous
GRU cell cj . Normally, the phoneme-level prosody embeddings
are sampled from the GMM distribution as esj for parametric
inference. In our fusion method, we calculate the probability of
the candidate unit embeddings euj,m under the GMM distribution
for the m-th candidate unit in Ulj (s). The euj,m with the highest
probability is chosen as the euj . In Fig. 5, we assume eu1,3 is
the unit embedding with highest probability for the phoneme
with index “1”. The final output ê1 is picked from es1 and
1 p̂ is an empirical value to adjust the unit/sampling rate. Normally the vowels
are provided with a smaller value than the consonants.
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Algorithm 1: Refinement Procedure.
Input:
1: phoneme input sequences: l = l1 , .., lN
2: prosody embeddings: e = e1 , .., eN
3: mel-spectrograms: o = o1 , .., oT
Output:
4: h = PhonemeEncoder(l)
5: e0 = 0
6: for j = 1 to N do
7:
w, μ, σ = ProsodyPredictor(h, ej−1 , s)
8:
k = argmaxi (wi )
9:
Compute er , es , eu using (15)–(17)
s
simu
, 1))
10:
etrn
i , ti = Random((e , 0), (e
11: end for
trn
12: prosody embeddings: etrn = etrn
1 , .., eN
13: type indicators: t = t1 , .., tN
14: ô, d̂ = Decoders(etrn , t, h)
15: Back-propagate o − ô2 , d − d̂1

Fig. 6. The prosody embedding sequences in the decoder refinement procedure
and the inference procedure.

eu1,3 . Then ê1 is fed into the network to predict the GMM
distribution of the next phoneme auto-regressively. In practice,
all the embeddings can be selected from the unit library, which
will result in poor performance with limited data in the voice
cloning task. Therefore, it is required to set a threshold on which
unit is allowed to be chosen.
This procedure helps the model to make a better prediction
if the previous embedding is from the unit library instead of
sampling from the distribution. Therefore, the “unit-model gap”
is reduced, and the currently selected units also guide the following sequence inference. However, the “unit-unit gap” and
“model-unit gap” are not handled.
2) Decoder Refinement: We introduce the decoder refinement in this framework based on the “unit-unit gap” and “modelunit” gap. It should be noted that the decoder refinement is
applied to general model training without the cloning speakers. Some parameters and indicators are added to the decoder
during refinement training. The added parts are also used in the
inference stage. It should be noted that the decoder parameters
will not change for different speakers.
We recall the erj , esj , euj in (15)–(17). Fig. 6 gives an example
of the differences among the different types of embeddings
sequences. It is required that the fusion method takes the mixed
embedding sequence with both unit or sampled embeddings
in the inference stage. Therefore, we managed to simulate the
inference scenario in the refinement stage. To simulate that, we
present 3 types of training strategies. Each row in Fig. 6 represents a type of embedding sequence in the training procedure.

1997

Algorithm 2: Inference Procedure.
Input:
1: phoneme input sequences: l = l1 , .., lN
2: Speaker vector: s
Output:
3: h = PhonemeEncoder(l)
4: e0 = 0
5: for j = 1 to N do
6:
w, μ, σ = ProsodyPredictor(h, ej−1 , s)
7:
k = argmaxi (wi )
8:
euj = argmaxe N (e|μk , σ 2k ) for e in Ulj (s)
9:
if N (euj |μk , σ 2k ) > p̂ then
10:
ej = euj
11:
tj = 1 (as ”Unit”)
12:
else
13:
ej = Sample ∼ N (μk , σ k )
14:
tj = 0 (as ”Sampled”)
15:
end if
16: end for
17: prosody embeddings: e = e1 , .., eN
18: type indicators: t = t1 , .., tN
19: ô, d̂ = Decoders(e, t, h)

The first row represents the GMM-based FastSpeech2 training
that all the embeddings are the real embeddings extracted from
the audios. In this scenario, esj and euj are both assumed to be erj
in the training stage. The second row represents that some real
embeddings are replaced by the sampled embeddings from the
probability distribution. In this scenario, euj is assumpted to be
erj . The third row represents that some real embeddings are replaced by unit embeddings (embeddings from other segments).
In this scenario, esj is assumpted to be erj .
The 3 types of embeddings are introduced in the training
procedure of the decoder refinement. Therefore, the model is
optimized with embedding sequences similar to the inference
stage such that unit embeddings and sampled embeddings are
mixed together. Eq. (17) is designed for the purpose that the unit
embeddings in the training procedure should not be too far away
from the real embeddings. Therefore, we select the closest unit
embedding from the unit library, which has the highest probability under the distribution but is not exactly the real embeddings
of the current phoneme. During training, the prosody embedding
e is mixed with randomly selected embedding types in a fixed
sampling rate.
= Random(erj , esimu
)
etrn
j
j

(20)

is esj or euj for different training strategies.
where esimu
j
Then the decoder is optimized to minimize the loss that:
LDUR = d, DurDecode(etrn , h)2 ,

(21)

LMEL = o, MelDecode(etrn , h, d)1 .

(22)

We also introduce the type indicators tj to indicate the type of ej
for the current phoneme lj . The type indicators are global values
shared by all phonemes. Each phoneme can be set as any type
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of indicator in the training stage, depending on the provided
data. tj is fed into the network alongside ej . The details of
the refinement procedure and inference procedure are shown in
Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2.
The GMM is required to better model the variances of different speakers or speaking styles. However, it is not necessary to
sample from all the Gaussian components for the voice cloning
task since the cloning audios are limited. Therefore, we make an
approximation that the single Gaussian model is treated as the
embedding distribution in the inference stage to reduce model
variance. Therefore, (19) is approximated as
p(ej |hj , s) = N (ej |μk , σ 2k , e<j , s)

TABLE I
INFORMATION OF THE TEST SPEAKERS

(23)

where wk , the weight of the k-th Gaussian component, is the
maximum weight of the GMM model. This approximation only
makes influences in the refinement procedure and inference
procedure.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT
A. Experiment Setup
We conduct the experiments on the LibriTTS corpus [31].
The models are first trained using “train-clean-360” and “trainclean-100” data. A standard voice cloning method is to update a
speaker embedding for a text-to-speech system. Therefore, We
select two state-of-the-arts text-to-speech model with a trainable
speaker embedding for evaluation, the FastSpeech2 (FS2) [28]
and the GMM based phoneme-level conditioned FastSpeech2
(FS2-GMM) [20]. The speaker embeddings are back-propagated
in the adaptation procedure for the cloning speakers. The
“FS2-GMM” model is trained using the auto-regressive prosody
modeling. The decoder is refined on the parameters of the “FS2GMM” model using training data, which does not draw any
information from the test speakers. During model training, the
distribution of phoneme-level prosody embeddings of various
speakers is modeled by a GMM with 20 Gaussian components.
In the inference stage, we directly use the Gaussian component
with the largest weight as the embedding distribution. The 320dim mel-spectrograms are selected as the acoustic features, with
pitches, duration, and energies as the prosody feature, following
our previous setup in [20]. The mel-spectrograms are extracted
with 50 ms window, 12.5 ms frameshift, 1024 FFT points, and
320 mel-bins using PyWorld [32] and librosa [33]. The phoneme
duration is pre-generated from Kaldi [34] before the model training. The model first predicts the prosody components, including
duration and full-time length pitches and energies. Then the
decoder generates the frame-level acoustic features. The neural
vocoder is trained on the clean audios of a female speaker
in LJSpeech [35] corpus and the training audios in LibriTTS
without a speaker specifier. We picked 4 female and 2 male
speakers in the test set for objective and subjective measures.
100 sentences are sampled from each test speaker for voice
cloning, and another 30 sentences are sampled for evaluation.2
2 The audio samples and preliminary tests are presented in the webpage: https:
//bobmilk.github.io/neural-fusion.

Fig. 7. An example of the mel-spectrograms using different generating methods. The phoneme boundaries are presented as dashed lines with the phoneme
labels. Text: “He would say good night, but not, goodbye.”.

The information on the cloning data of the test speakers is listed
in Table I.
B. Unit Embedding Reconstruction
Unlike the conventional unit selection system, the candidate
audio units are the phoneme unit embeddings in this architecture. Therefore, we first examine that with the real embeddings
extracted from the audio, the reconstructed mel-spectrograms
are close enough to the natural mel-spectrograms.
The evaluation is only adopted on the test speaker, which is not
seen in the multi-speaker model training. Therefore, we ensure
that the reconstruction quality is from the model ability rather
than the possibly overfitting problem. Fig. 7 gives an example
of the natural and reconstructed mel-spectrograms. Fig. 7(a)
represents the mel-spectrograms extracted from the natural
speech. Fig. 7(b) represents the decoded mel-spectrograms
with the real prosody embeddings. It is clear that the
reconstructed mel-spectrograms largely follow that of the
natural mel-spectrograms, though it is slightly smoother than
the natural mel-spectrograms. Fig. 7(c) and (d) represents the
mel-spectrograms directly inferred from the model parameters.
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It is easily observed that the difference between natural
mel-spectrograms and reconstructed mel-spectrograms is much
more minor than inferred mel-spectrograms. It indicates that
the phoneme-level prosody embeddings have the ability to
reconstruct the mel-spectrograms. Therefore, it is possible to
make the fusion on the prosody embedding level.
C. Embedding Selection and Fusion
This section presents the performance of directly decoding
from the mixed embeddings without refinement. Operatically,
the type indicators t are set as “natural” labels under the assumption that all the phoneme-level prosody embeddings are the
natural embedding. The GMM models the prosody embeddings
in the multi-speaker model to handle various speaking prosodies.
The prosody distribution is the key component of the selection.
However, the cloning data is too small to cover all the speaking
prosodies. We examined the selection performance using the
entire GMM or the Gaussian components with the top weights.
It is observed in the preliminary test that some inappropriate unit
embeddings might be selected with a high probability in GMM.
Therefore, the Gaussian component with the highest weight is
directly approximated as the prosody embedding distribution to
stabilize the performance.
1) Selection Strategy: We then examine the performance of
the selection and fusion without the decoder refinement. Empirically, some generated audios already achieve both naturalness
and similarity improvements using direct selection and fusion
strategy. However, the selection and fusion are not always stable since the candidate units are limited. Sometimes there are
concatenation problems, or the quality of the unit is not good
enough. Therefore, we select the units using the hierarchical
selection to take advantage of the text.
r If the triphone is matched in the unit embedding library,
we select the triphone with the highest probability using
lower bound ptri .
r If the previous biphone is matched in the unit embedding
library, we select the previous biphone using lower bound
pbi
The lower bounds follows the rule ptri < pbi . We attempted
to include the monophone in the hierarchical selection, but
the boundary effect was too strong. Therefore, the units only
matched with monophone are not considered as the unit embedding candidates.
2) Consonants and Vowels: Since units are segmented by
the ASR alignments, there are boundary errors in the segmentation. The errors are usually 1 or 2 frames if they occur. The
vowel commonly has a longer duration than the consonant. The
boundary errors have more influence on the consonants than
on the vowels if the segmentation is not sufficiently accurate.
Therefore, we separately treat the vowels and consonants that
the probability threshold to select the consonants is much higher
than the vowels.
Fig. 8 shows an example of the generated mel-spectrogram
using the same input phoneme sequence. In Fig. 8(b), about 40%
of phoneme embeddings are replaced by the unit embeddings.
It is clear that Fig. 8(b) is much more similar to Fig. 8(a) than

Fig. 8. An example of the mel-spectrograms using different selection methods.
The phoneme boundaries are presented as dashed lines with the phoneme labels.
Text: “He would say good night, but not, goodbye.”.

Fig. 8(c). It shows that the parametric model still guides the
synthetic speech if only a part of the embeddings is selected
from the unit library. The parametric guidance vanishes if the
proportion of unit embeddings is too high.
D. Decoder Refinement
We then examine the performance of the decoder refinement
using the same phoneme-level prosody embeddings sequence.
In this case, we use the pre-generated mixed prosody embedding
sequence with both sampled embeddings and unit embeddings.
The mel-spectrogram difference is evaluated for the test speakers
on different refinement systems defined as follows:
r FS2-GMM: The base model that all prosody embeddings
are real embeddings in the training procedure.
r U/S refine: The model that unit embeddings and sampled
embeddings are directly mixed as a sequence to refine the
decoder.
r R/S refine: The model that real embeddings are treated as
unit embeddings in the “U/S refine” system.
r R/U refine: The model that real embeddings are treated as
sampled embeddings in the “U/S refine” system.
We propose a pseudo scenario in which the embedding sequences are provided with mixed real and unit embeddings to
evaluate the refinement algorithm objectively. Therefore, the refinement performance can be evaluated by the mel-spectrogram
difference (MSD) using the L1 distance between the natural
mel-spectrograms and the generated mel-spectrograms. We randomly select 40% phonemes from the test utterances, and the
prosody embeddings of these phonemes are replaced by the unit
embeddings from other cloning utterances. The result is shown
in Table II that the MSD always drops for different speakers
after the R/U refinement. Fig. 9 also provides an example of the
mel-spectrograms from the refinement. It is highlighted in the
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TABLE II
MEL-SPECTROGRAM DIFFERENCE (MSD) OF DIFFERENT REFINEMENT
METHODS FOR TEST SPEAKERS

Fig. 10. The MUSHRA tests on naturalness. The triangles indicates the mean
score. The green lines indicate the median score.

Fig. 9. An example of mel-spectrograms segment from fusion models using
the same embedding sequence. Text: “Yes, but what is it for? what is it all
about?”.
TABLE III
PREFERENCE TESTS ON SIMILARITY

squares that the boundaries are blurry or mismatched in Fig. 9(a),
while the boundaries are clear in Fig. 9(b). It should also be noted
that all the test speakers are unseen in the decoder refinement
procedure.
E. Subjective Measure
We conduct the preference test to evaluate the performance
improvement on the similarity and the MUSHRA test to evaluate the global speech quality using webMUSHRA [36]. The
listeners are non-native English speakers. For each test group,
the listeners were presented with 30 utterances in the evaluation
set of the test speaker. Every speech was presented to at least 9
different listeners. The audios with the same text are presented
in random orders. Especially in the preference test, each pair
of generated speech are presented twice in different orders.
In the preference test, the listeners were provided with the
reference audios and the synthetic audios of the two different
systems (“FS2-GMM” and “R/U refine”). It is examined in the
preliminary tests that the speech naturalness seriously dropped
by the concatenation problem in bad cases without refinement.
Therefore it is less meaningful to measure the similarity of the
fusion system without refinement. Since the vocoder is trained
on LJSpeech, we provide the vocoded audios as the reference
audios instead of the natural audios to avoid vocoding mismatch.
The listeners were requested to label the speaker’s similarity to
the reference audios.3 Table III shows the results that the “R/U
3 The listeners were required to ignore the general prosodies (rising/falling
tones) since there is randomness for the general prosodies.

Refine” system achieves better similarity than the “FS2-GMM”
system for 4 speakers. At the same time, there is no significant
difference for the result of speaker 3570, and the difference is
minor for speaker 7127. It is reasonable that the baseline system
has already achieved good similarity for some speakers.
Fig. 10 shows the MUSHRA tests on the naturalness to examine the performance of the refinement network. It is observed in
Fig. 10 that the “FS2-GMM” system achieves the best naturalness except for Fig. 10(c). The “Fusion” system achieves worse
naturalness compared to “R/U Refine” in Fig. 10(a), (b), and (e),
especially for the worst cases that receive extremely low scores.
The performances are similar in Fig. 10(d) and (f) for “Fusion”
and “R/U Refine” systems. Therefore, the refinement procedure
achieves similar or better performance except for Speaker 3570.
It indicates that the fusion system suffers the concatenation
problems, but the refinement procedure has the ability to reduce
the problem. Interestingly, in Fig. 10(c), the naturalness of the
“Fusion” system archives the best performance but becomes
worse after refinement. It is for the reason that the concatenation
problem is not serious for speaker 3570. Therefore, directly
decoding from the unit embeddings without refinement also
contributes to speech naturalness, but the model refinement
drops the speech naturalness obtained from unit embeddings.
Also, both “Fusion” and “R/U refine” systems, taking advantage
of the base model “FS2-GMM,” achieve significantly higher
scores than the “FS2” baseline.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a neural fusion architecture for small
data voice cloning tasks. The architecture is a parametric textto-speech model incorporating a unit concatenation method.
The architecture is designed on the phoneme-level prosody
conditioned FastSpeech2. The phoneme-level unit embeddings
are extracted from the original speech using a prosody extractor.
The prosody embedding sequence consists of both inferred
embeddings and unit embeddings in the inference stage. The
refined decoder makes fusion on the mixed embedding sequence to produce synthetic speech. The result shows that the
incorporation of unit embeddings significantly improves speaker
similarity. The refinement procedure has the ability to mitigate
the concatenation problems.
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